Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry Microbial Metabolomics for Applications in Strain Optimization.
Metabolomics is the systems-scale measurement of biochemical intermediates in biological systems; by virtue of its deep and broad study of metabolism, it has great potential for applications in metabolic engineering. While a number of the analytical techniques used widely in metabolomics are familiar to metabolic engineers performing post hoc analyses of product titers, the requirements for accurately capturing metabolism at a systems scale rather than just measuring a single secreted product are much more complicated. Nonetheless, metabolomics (which is still not widely available as an affordable consumer service like many molecular biology services) is within reach of many properly equipped metabolic engineering groups. To this end, we present a detailed metabolomics protocol with application to strain optimization. Specifically, we focus on characterizing metabolism in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae using gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry. The measurement of metabolic intermediates that results from such approaches has the potential to enable more informed and rational efforts towards pathway engineering and strain optimization.